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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1 1529 6.6 1.8 10 65.8 99.6
2 1525 7 2.3 12 58.4 99.3
3 1526 8.1 3 14 58.1 99.4
4 1523 6.8 2.1 12 56.9 99.2
5 1518 6.8 2.4 12 56.9 98.9
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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3. Analyse and evaluate the performance of Dairy Crest plc, using both financial and non-financial
methods. [14]
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Sticky Note
The candidate seems to have used current assets for capital employed when they should have used shareholders' funds + long-term liabilities.

Sticky Note
Correct calculations and sensible interpretation of the net profit margin.



Sticky Note
The candidate has used the correct numerator, i.e., long-term liabilities but the wrong denominator as they have used the figure for share capital instead of total shareholders' capital.

Sticky Note
These liquidity ratios are correct and have been interpreted correctly by the candidate although they could have made reference to the ideal ratios.



Sticky Note
There was a considerable amount of information about the company's brands which the candidate might have used in their answer.There is no overall conclusion about the company's performance.











Sticky Note
Despite using the correct formula for the net profit margin the candidate  made a basic error by getting the decimal point in the wrong place but anyway should have realised that these margins are far too large to be realistic.



Sticky Note
This candidate has expressed these ratios correctly but many others did not express the current ratio and acid test ratios as ratios, e.g., by writing 0.78 rather than 0.78:1.



Sticky Note
It is not at all clear what the candidate means by this.

Sticky Note
This candidate is correct in stating that Dairy Crest is highly geared because they have used the equation long-term liabilities divided by shareholders' funds + long-term liabilities.  Had they used the other equation, long-term liabilities divided by shareholders' funds they would have used 100% rather than 50%.  Many students get this wrong!

Sticky Note
Similarly 2012 can hardly be considered to be 'very good' and 2011 was almost very bad!

Sticky Note
The current ratio is usually expected to be between 1.5 and 2: 1.47 is hardly 'very good'! The ideal varies between industries.  For example, retail businesses that receive most of their money in cash on a daily basis might be happy with a lower ratio.

Sticky Note
The candidate stated that the ROCE is higher than other sources of finance when he/she meant gave higher returns than any other source of finance.  It is important that candidates should be able to spell technical terms such as 'interest' rates correctly.



Sticky Note
The candidate has made some effort to analyse the non-financial performance of the business and has made some correct points but, perhaps, could have been more specific about the performance of individual brands.A conclusion summarising both the financial and non-financial performance would have been useful.
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5. Assess the view that the best strategy for growth for Dairy Crest plc is through acquisitions
(mergers and takeovers) rather than through organic growth. [12]
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Sticky Note
It would have been better if the candidate had given a general introduction, outlining what they intended to say, before going  straight into an explanation of one of the major issues.  Nevertheless, the point is well made.



Sticky Note
Several valid points although the last one exhibits a bit of hyperbole: to say that organic growth does not provide new opportunities for increasing custom is overstating the case.  

Sticky Note
Another strong paragraph, clearly explaining the issues.



Sticky Note
A sensible concluding paragraph to a well-balanced essay.  The candidate has clearly achieved level 3.

Sticky Note
The candidate makes several good points in the previous three paragraphs, demonstrating a clear understanding of the potential negative aspects of acquisitions.









Sticky Note
This is rather a weak opening paragraph which simply repeats some of the information in the question.  A good opening paragraph should indicate how the candidate intends to answer the question.



Sticky Note
This has not been very well expressed but the basic points made here make sense.  The idea being that Dairy Crest has greater control over its products if it grows organically.

Sticky Note
It is not clear how Dairy Crest's reputation could be damaged.  The examiner is left to read between the lines.  Possibly the company that has been acquired has some bad products, but why take-over such a business in the first place?

Sticky Note
Similarly, it is not clear why 'generating value' means that 'they will have no competition'.  It appears that the candidate has not planned their answer carefully and is just running several ideas together in a jumble.  This is a shame as there are several good points here that need to be developed separately.

Sticky Note
The candidate has attempted here, with some success, to explain the benefits of growth through acquisitions.  However there is also some confusion and lack of clarity.  It is possible that there will be cost reductions and efficiency and it is also possible that the new business will generate new ideas but the former do not cause the latter as it seems it is suggested here.



Sticky Note
The candidate in making their conclusion has given a politician's answer and is sitting firmly on the fence.  A better conclusion would summarise the arguments for and against and perhaps conclude that the two methods of growth are not mutually exclusive and might both be pursued successfully in the future.
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GCE BUSINESS STUDIES - BS3 
 


Mark Scheme - Summer 2014 
 


Question Answer 
Mark 


allocation 
Assessment 


objective 


1 Identify and explain the various changes that have taken 
place in the dairy industry in recent years which have had 
an impact on Dairy Crest plc. 


 


Level 1  The candidate makes some attempt to explain the 
ways in which changes in the dairy industry have had an 
impact on Dairy Crest plc. 


 


Level 2  The candidate makes a reasonable attempt to 
explain the ways in which changes in the dairy industry have 
had an impact on Dairy Crest plc. 


 


Level 3  The candidate fully explains the ways that changes 
in the dairy industry have had an impact on Dairy Crest plc. 


 


Responses might include the following: 


 The market for liquid milk has changed enormously.  
Sales have declined and moved away from doorstep 
deliveries.  Customers now prefer to shop at supermarkets 
because milk is cheaper and is available up to 24 hours a 
day.  Supermarkets have become the biggest customer 
and there is intense competition between the three big 
suppliers. This has squeezed profit levels. Consumers are 
buying more carbonated drinks. 


 The supply of milk has been affected by the consolidation 
of farms on the one hand and the increased output per 
cow.  Farmers are demanding higher prices for the milk 
that they produce.  In the future Dairy Crest might find that 
there is a shortage of milk and it might even have to 
import some of its supplies. Oversupply has caused prices 
to fall. 


 The market for cheese is buoyant with customers 
preferring mature cheddar which the company is in a good 
position to supply.  They have been able to increase their 
prices and sales volume.   Cathedral City sales have 
increased 16% against a market increase of 3.1%. 


 The market for spreads is very profitable and consumers 
are purchasing more.  The market is up 12% however 
Dairy Crest plc’s fortunes are mixed.  Clover has 
increased sales by 16% but Country Life sales fell by 1%. 


 The market for flavoured milk is increasing.  Market 
growth is up 27% although Frijj’s growth is only 7%.  Frijj 
would appear to be a bit of a ‘problem child’ as far as 
Dairy Crest plc are concerned. 


 Doorstep deliveries have declined significantly but the use 
of the internet with Milk&More means that this process 
can, to some extent be reversed. 


 Changes in packaging, decline in glass bottles and the 
use of JugIt. 


Any valid response should be rewarded.  
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8-10 


AO1 4 
AO2 3 
AO3 3 
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Question Answer 
Mark 


allocation 
Assessment 


objective 


2 Explain possible ways in which the management of 
Dairy Crest plc might respond to the risks which face 
the business. 
 
Level 1  The candidate demonstrates some understanding 
of the ways in which Dairy Crest might respond to the risks 
that it faces. 
 
Level 2   The candidate demonstrates better understanding 
of the ways in which Dairy Crest might respond to the risks 
that it faces. 
 
Level 3  The candidate demonstrates excellent 
understanding of the ways in which Dairy Crest might 
respond to the risks that it faces. 
 
Answers might refer to the following: 


 To combat competition it may try to reduce costs and so 
compete on the basis of price or it could try to 
strengthen its brands, for instance through advertising, 
improving quality or repackaging its products. 


 To prevent consumers moving away for economic 
reasons it might try to reduce prices.  To prevent them 
moving away for health reasons it might attempt to 
promote their health-giving qualities.  They should also 
demonstrate the ethical nature of their business, e.g. in 
promoting animal welfare. 


 To reduce volatile milk costs they should strike long-term 
deals with farmers and possibly consider owning farms 
themselves.  To reduce non-milk costs the company 
might try to reduce their reliance on gas and electricity 
by reducing consumption and using alternative methods, 
e.g. bio-fuels or solar.  Also they should reduce the 
amount of packaging that they use. 


 The threat of restricted milk supply might be overcome 
by increasing storage capacity. 


 Accidents, contamination and the failure of equipment or 
systems will require vigilance and regular inspections 
together with policies for dealing with such eventualities. 


 High quality employees can be ensured from careful 
recruitment and training programmes. 


 
Any valid suggestions should be rewarded.  
 
(N.B.  Contingency plans are not covered until BS4 and are 
not expected but nevertheless should be credited if 
mentioned.) 
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Question Answer 
Mark 


allocation 
Assessment 


objective 


5 Assess the view that the best strategy for growth for 
Dairy Crest plc is through acquisitions (mergers and 
takeovers) rather than through organic growth. 


Level 1  The candidate makes some attempt to 
analyse/evaluate the opportunities and threats facing Dairy 
Crest plc. 
 
 


Level 2  The candidate makes a reasonable attempt to 
analyse/evaluate the opportunities and threats facing Dairy 
Crest plc. 
 
 


Level 3  The candidate makes a well-balanced analysis and 
evaluation of the opportunities and threats facing Dairy Crest 
plc. 
 


Arguments in favour of acquisitions: 


 It is a fast method of growth, a business such as Yeo 
Valley, Ambrosia or Dairylea is ready-made. 


 The business to be acquired already has a proven track 
record and an established customer base. 


 Savings can be made through rationalisation.  For instance 
only one head office will be required. 


 The acquired company is likely to have a product or 
products that enhance Dairy Crest’s product portfolio, e.g. 
yoghurt.  


 There may be synergies and likely to benefit from 
economies of scale. 
 


Arguments against acquisition: 


 It may be difficult to merge the businesses effectively.  The 
culture and management styles may be very different. 


 A high price may have to be paid for the target business, 
especially if they are reluctant to sell in the first place, as 
seems to be the case with Yeo Valley. 


 Possible diseconomies of scale. 


 May be seen as unfair competition by the regulator. 
 


Arguments in favour of organic growth: 


 Dairy Crest will have more control over the way that the 
business develops. 


 There will be no culture clash. 


 It will probably be cheaper than acquiring another business. 
 


Arguments against organic growth: 


 It can take a long time to develop a new business. 


 Dairy Crest may not have the necessary expertise to 
develop the business successfully. 
 


It could also be argued that the two methods are not 
contradictory, indeed the company’s strategy refers to both 
organic growth and acquisitions. It is likely that they could 
benefit from both in different ways. 


Any valid response should be rewarded. 
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9-12 


AO1 1 
AO2 1 
AO3 3 
AO4 7 
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Question Answer 
Mark 


allocation 
Assessment 


objective 


4 Evaluate Dairy Crest plc’s vision and values from the 
point of view of its various stakeholders. 
 
Level 1  The candidate makes an attempt to 
analyse/evaluate Dairy Crest plc’s vision and values to the 
future success of the business. from the point of view of 
some stakeholders. 
 
Level 2  The candidate makes a reasonable attempt to 
analyse/evaluate  Dairy Crest plc’s vision and values from 
the point of view of various stakeholders. 
 
Level 3  The candidate makes a good attempt to analyse 
and evaluate Dairy Crest plc’s vision and values from the 
point of view of most of the company’s stakeholders. 
 
Responses might include the following: 


 Much is said about consumers: earning their loyalty by 
providing healthy, enjoyable and convenient products; 
meeting consumers’ needs and “go where this takes us”; 
“consumers are at the heart of our business”. 


 However, whilst most of their products are likely to be 
healthy there may be concerns that over-consumption of 
dairy products can cause health problems.  Also some 
enjoyable products may not necessarily be healthy. 


 The company claims to look after their people and that 
they respect and value their people.  Nevertheless, the 
company seeks to cut costs and has made many 
workers redundant.   


 Managers and shareholders are likely to benefit if the 
business is successful, however if too much emphasis is 
given to acting responsibly and looking after “our people 
and the communities where we work” short-term profits 
may suffer. 


 Suppliers, and farmers in particular, will benefit if the 
company is true to its links to the countryside and if it 
acts responsibly with a passion to do the right thing.  
However, there is a conflict between treating farmers 
fairly and negotiating the best price for milk. This may 
also impact on animal welfare, which pressure groups 
will be concerned about. Other suppliers will find 
themselves squeezed by the e-auction process. 


 Communities should benefit from the company’s vision, 
but closing dairies in some areas will have a negative 
effect on some communities. 


 The government will be concerned with the activities of 
the company as it plays an important role in supporting 
farmers.  The company will be paying corporation tax on 
its profits. 
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Question Answer 
Mark 


allocation 
Assessment 


objective 


3 Analyse and evaluate the performance of Dairy Crest 
plc, using both financial and non-financial methods.   
 


Level 1  The candidate attempts some analysis/evaluation 
of the financial/non-financial performance of Dairy Crest plc. 
 


Level 2  The candidate makes a reasonable attempt to 
analyse/evaluate the financial/non-financial performance of 
Dairy Crest plc. 
 


Level 3  The candidate makes a detailed and well-balanced 
evaluation of the financial and non-financial performance of 
Dairy Crest plc. 


 


14 
 
 


1-5 
 
 


6-10 
 
 


 
11-14 


AO1 2 
AO2 3 
AO3 5 
AO4 4 


 


 


 


 2012 2011 


Net Profit Margin 
 


95/1632x100 
=5.82% 


98/1605x100 
=6.11% 


ROCE (fixed + 
current assets) 
 


95/(732+400)x100


=95/1132x100= 


8.39% 


98/ (820+363)x100= 


98/1183x100= 


8.28% 


ROCE 
(shareholders’ 
funds + long term 
liabilities) 


95/(274+585)x100 


=95/859x100= 


11.06% 


98/(367+462)x100 


=98/829x100= 


11.82% 


Current Ratio 
 


400/273:1 
 


=1.47:1 
 


363/354:1 
 


=1.03:1 


Acid Test Ratio 
 


400-188/273:1 
=212/273:1= 


 
0.78:1 


  


363-165/354:1 
=198/354:1= 


 
0.56:1 


Gearing (long 
term liabilities 
/shareholders 
funds) 


585/274x100 
 


=213.5% 


462/367x100 
 


=125.89 %   


Gearing (long-
term liabilities/ 
shareholders 
funds + long-term 
liabilities) 


585/(274+585)x100 


=585/859x100 =  
 


68.1% 


462/(367+462)x100 
=462/829x100=  


 
55.73 %  


  


 


There is no Gross Profit Margin as the figures are not 
available. 
 


The Net Profit Margin has fallen from 6.11% to 5.82%.  This 
figure is quite low and the fact that it has declined is likely to 
be a worry for Dairy Crest plc.  The information given in the 
text shows that these figures are made up of several 
components: dairy, cheese and spreads.  It seems that the 
cheese and spreads are not doing so badly but that there is 
little profit in the liquid milk business at present. 
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Question Answer 
Mark 


allocation 
Assessment 


objective 


 


ROCE has not changed very much, it is now standing at 
around 8 or 11% depending on the method used to 
calculate it, the figure is quite low, although still better than 
the return offered by banks.  If this return continues to fall 
shareholders are likely to become worried. 
 


The Current Ratio has increased and at around 1.5:1 is 
looking quite healthy.  The Acid Test ratio has also 
improved but at below 1:1 it might be thought to be a matter 
of concern.  However, Dairy Crest is likely to have relatively 
high levels of daily sales so that cash supplies will be 
coming in quickly whereas it will probably be able to pay its 
suppliers a month in arrears so that there is unlikely to be a 
cash-flow problem. 
 


Gearing has increased dramatically and the company is 
highly geared (i.e. over 100% using the first method, or over 
50% using the second method).  However, it is stated in the 
text that, since the results were published, the company has 
sold the St Hubert spreads business for £344 million.  This 
sale will have made a huge difference to the gearing ratio.  
If this is taken into account the ratio falls in 2012 to 
241/(274+241)x100 = 241/515x100 = 46.8% so that the 
company is now low-geared and indeed it is looking for 
further acquisitions in order to push the ratio up. 
 


The non-financial methods include analysis of market share, 
sales targets, productivity, environmental impact, quality 
and customer satisfaction.  There is some evidence in the 
case study concerning these issues. 
 


Three of its brands are number one in their respective 
markets, Cathedral City, Clover and Frijj so the market 
share of these products must be high.  However, whilst 
Cathedral City and Clover are growing faster than their 
markets, Frijj is only growing at 7% compared to market 
growth of 27%.  Country Life is doing even worse, despite 
being number three in the market its sales have fallen 1% 
against market growth of 12%. 
 


The company seems to be reaching its sales targets for 
Milk&More but as total revenue has only grown by £27m 
between 2011 and 2012 it seems that there is room for 
improvement. 
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Question Answer 
Mark 


allocation 
Assessment 


objective 


 Productivity in the milk business seems to have improved 
due to rationalisation (the closure of two dairies) and job 
losses.  Also milk productivity in general has increased. 
 
There is little evidence about environmental impact although 
there are question marks about the welfare of cattle.  It has 
introduced a milk bottle that uses 15% less plastic.  Also the 
business states that it is proud of its links with the 
countryside and that it acts responsibly “with a passion to do 
the right thing”. 
 
Dairy Crest claims to put consumers at the heart of their 
business and the fact that three of its brands are number 
one, this is evidence of success.  Also the success of 
Milk&More shows that it meets customer needs. 
 
Overall, the financial situation looks weak.  Profit levels are 
low, particularly in the liquid milk business.  Liquidity and 
gearing are less of a worry.  The company needs to 
continue its cost-cutting policies and look for ways to 
increase profit margins, perhaps by concentrating on the 
high-margin businesses of cheese, spreads and flavoured 
milk drinks.  In some areas its sales performance is good 
but there is no need for complacency. 
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